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PREFACE 

During the last fifty y~ars, the study of colloids has gradu~lly 

developed into a branch of exact sciences . However, due to the diffi 

culty in the experimental field, very few parameters have been checked 

seriously to the phys icist•s standard. The development of NMR technique 

brought new hopes in this field as well as many others. The present 

work is a preliminary theoretical consideration on the study of colloids 

and/or other surface phenomena. 

Theories concerning about the relations among quantities such as 

viscosity, diffusion constants, electric field, shearing modulus etc. 

are still vaguely written in the literature. So the study of any direct 

effect on the relaxation rate has been limited to the knowledge of the 

author. Direct effect on relaxation times due to the pressure from 

electrostriction effect has been found negative. 

The treatment of Brownian motions of a colloid by correlation 

analysis seems promising. The author feels certain: that information 

theory will be a powerful tool in· handling liquid-state problems. Pre

liminary formulas relating to the relaxation rates have been derived. Last

ly, the fundamentals of BPP theory is included in Appendix B partly 

because it is a good exercise to relate the knowledge learned in class

room to research work. 

The author wishes to express his deepest gratitude to Dr. V. L. Pollak 
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for his guidance.and the innumerable number of hours of discussions 

with him during this study. Graditute is ~lso due the Army Research 

Office at Durham for financial support (Project No. 4768). A note 

of thanks is to be given to Richard Slater for showing me .the unpublished 

data of his recent work. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Nuctear magnetic moment, owing to its relatively smaller inter

action energy between itself and the applied magnetic field, (as 

comparing to the average thermal energy,) has long been consi.dered 

as a favorable probe to explorate the structure of matter ever 

since even before the discovery of the technique of observing the 

NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) singals in bulk material, Shortly 

after the initial discovery by Purcell (1) and by Bloch (2) independ

ently, Pake (3) has made the use of it in study of the crystal 

structure of gypsum. Up till now several hundreds of papers are 

published each year on the structure of matter by using NMR technique. 

However, there are certain fields still remaining almost unattacked . 

One of these problems is the study of surface phenomena of certi an 

sort by NMR methods. The enviroment of molecules in the fluid phase 

near the solid-fluid interface . cannot be adequately described by a 

model used for pure liquids. It has been perturbed by the presence 

of the solid surfaces. The information from NMR technique, as we hope, 

may lead us to a better understanding to the surface and/or colloid 

phenomena; it may also serve as a check to the existing theories in 

these fields. 

1 
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NMR Relaxation in Liquids 

It is well known that, in most liquids, the transverse relaxation 

ti~e T2 of NMR signal is considerably longer than that of the solid 

of the same material. In certain range of the , correlation time, T2 

is almost equal to the longitudinal relaxation time T1• This pheno

menon is well understood by the BPP .theory (4) on the basu of line 

width narrowing due to the Brownian motions of liquid molecules. 

The theoretical estimates of T1 and T2 are quite close to the experi

mental values, which, for liquid water at room temperature, are about 

3,6 secondsl, 

According to BPP theory2, the transverse relaxation rate l/T2 

is inversely proportional to the spread of local field AB 1 due to oc. 

the neighboring spins. Therefore, we write 

(1-1) 

where T2rl stands for the transverse relaxation time in a rigid lattice, 

which, for ice, is about 10 µ-seconds. In the . case of a liquid, due 

to the rapid motions of the molecule itself and the enviroment, the 

"effective" t.B1 is considerably smaller3 than that in the solid. oc. 

If the correlation time Tc is defined as the time needed for the 

1Experimental values .of Ti, self diffusion constant, and viscosity 
of water as a function of temperature are listed in Appendix A. 

2A part of the BPP theory related to the relaxation mechanism 
in liquids is given in Appendix B. 
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local field to change by an amount of the order of itself, then, follow-

ing Pines and Slichter (5), the relaxation time T2 in liquid is exp-

ressed as 

This equation holds only for Tc<< T2rl. If, in addition, Tc<< l/w0 , 

the reciprocal of Larmor frequency, we also have T1 = T2• The Pines 

and Stichter relation (1-2) is obtained from a particularly simple 

physical picture, and can easily be derived. (See Appendix C.) 

Experimentally, the upper limit of longitudinal relaxation time 

T1 is sometimes determined by the concentration of paramagnetic im-

purities in . the sample. The presence of dissolved oxygen therefore 

shortens the relaxation time Ti in some cases. 

Surface Relaxation 

In 1951, Bloch (6) first gave an explanation on the surface 

11catalytica1 11 action of a fine powder of Fe203 on the relaxation 

rate of xenon gas. ·A sample with an estimated volume to surface 

ratio c'fbout 10-6 cm. was observed giving the same effect as an oxygen 

catalyst of 30 atm.(7). 

M. Sasaki, T. Kawai, A. Hirai, T. Hashi, and A. Odajima (8) 

3.For dipole-dipole interaction, the average field over a long 
period of time is actually zero, but the fluctuation of the field 
deviates from zero with a complex spectrum. The effective field 
which we used here is the root mean square value of the dipole
dipole component of the fluctuation, which gives us the same power 
density spectrum as the fluctuating field itself. Far detail 
discussions, see Chapter V. 
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studied water sorbed on cellulose by pulsed NMR technique. Tpey con

cluded two water phases are present. Two T1 's~ but not two· T2 • s, 

were observed. The two T1 values were reported as 20 msec. and 165 

msec. respectively. 

NMR relaxation of protons absorbed on catalytic solids such as 

those used in petroleum cracking processes was studied by T. w. 

Hickmott and P. W. Selwood (9). Single phase T1 •s were observed 

as a fairly linear function of liquid content for both associated 

liquids such as water, methanol, ethanol, and non-associated liquid 

such as n-hexane. The relaxation time T1 for water adsorbed on y

alumina was reported in a range from 90 msec. to 300 msec. (varied 

with water content of the sample). When commerial catalysts with 

high paramagnetic oxide content were used, T1 for water reduced to 

about 20 to 50 msec • • 

A series of careful measurement and some theoretical work have 

been published by Zimmerman, Woessner, and coworkers (10, 11, 12, 

13, 14, 15, 16) on water vapor adsorbed on silica gel. Two phase 

behavior for both longitudinal and transverse relaxati.on was 

observed to exist simultaneously. With the exception of the data 

at very high vapor coverage, the transverse relaxation time of both 

phases are independent of surface coverage. For the phase which is 

believed to be strongly adsorbed, T2• is 0.162 msec., while the 

transverse relaxation time of the other phase, T2 1, is 0.828 msec •• 

When the coverage is higher than two times the monolayer coverage, 

T21 increases markedly . The longitudinal relaxation times are functions 
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of surface coverage. The data show only single phase behavior when 

the coverage is below 0.5 or abpve 0.7 of the monolayer coverage. 

It shows a minimum in between. At a coverage about 0.6 of the mono-

layer, i.e., 0.126 gram of water per gram silica of 700 m2/gm specific 

I 
area, T1 is 3.21 msec. while T11 is 14.5 msec •• 

Recently, Woessner (13, 14) investigated the temperature depend-

ence of relaxation times of protons in water molecules adsorbed on 

silica gel with a sample of 3/4 monolayer coverage. These data were 

interpreted in terms of life time of water molecules in each phase 

and by a mechanism in which anisotropic motion of the molecules is 

considered. The data fits their theory beautifully. For details of 

their work, the reader should consult the original work. Unfortunately, 

due to some unknown reason, the sample has changed its character over 

a year of storage. It would be more interesting if the temperature 

dependence of relaxation times of various coverage were available. 

A similar study was reported by Winkler (17) on water adsorbed 

by aluminum oxide. All these work indicates a common point. That 

is, in the presence of certain surfaces, the · relaxation times of the 

liquid in the VERY VICINITY of the solid are reduced by a factor of 

several hundred as compared to that of pure liquid. The details of 

interactions which cause the change of enviroment states are still 

not clearly understood. 

Some preliminary measurements have been made by V. L. Pollak (18) 

on the relaxation times of protons in water containing colloidal 

silica particles. In this problem, not only the low-coverage water 
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molecules should be considered, but multilayer adsorption should also 

be taken into account. In this experiment, several samples of "Ludox1" 

were used. Under various conditions, T2 ranges from 150 msec. to 250 

msec. (See Fig. 1). In other words, T2 (and also T1 at small magnetic 

field B) reduced to about one~tenth of that of proton in pure water. 

Similar results were reported on the suspension of colloidal alumina. 

Further experimental work is underway by R.R. Slater (19). It shows 

in general the relaxation rate is field dependent. 

Suggested Relaxation Models for 11 Ludox" Colloids 

The stability of Ludox colloids are very good except toward freez-

ing. The freezing point of various "Ludox 11 samples is 0°C. After 

freezing, the colloid is unstable, and irreversible precipitation 

occurs. The clear liquid after precipitation shows a relaxation time 

not very much different from that of pure water. This means the ele-

ments responsible for the increase of relaxation rate are gone with 

the precipitate. 

A sample has been acidified by adding nitric acid. The relaxatd.on 

rate changes innnediately after acidification, and it stands almost 

constant during coagulation, which took a time of several weeks. The 

coagulation rate, as reported by the DuPont Technical Bulletin, depends 

on the pH value. 

1Ludox is a kind of colloidal silica manufactured by the DuPont 
Co •• Five types are available on the market. See Appendix D for their 
classification, physical properties, and approximate chemical compo
sitions. 
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In all the above.cases, single relaxation time are observed, i.e., 

the signal follows the simple exponential decay law • 

. Three possible models may be suggested to. explain this phenqmenon: 

Model I. The structure of the double layer is responsible for most 

of the changes of the enviroment state experienced by the water mole= 

cul es. 

If this is the case, either· one or both of the following con= 

ditions have to be met in order that a single=phase relaxation curve 

may be observed: (1), the proton population in the double layer is 

large enough so that it contributes to the most part of the overall 

relaxation. observed; (2), t 1he exchange rate between protons in the 

double layer and those in the bulk water is so great that a sharp 

distinction between these phases is not possible. Zimmerman and 

Brittin (11) has calculated the condition for the l~ter to be happened 

in their cases. The fact that precipitation of colloid by freezing 

brings the water=phase relaxation.rate back to the order of pure water 

means in this model the destruction of the double layer enviroment 

state. 

Model II. Sufficient amount of paramagnetic impurities are adsorbed 

on or near the colloid surface. 

At the present time, experiments have not rule1_d out the possibi

lity oJ paramagnetic contaminati.ons. · The disappearance 

of extra relaxation rate after precipitation can be count for if one 

is willing to use the assumption that these impurities co-precipitate 
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with the colloid particles. If Model ·· II is the true picture, the 

phenomenon can be used to study the behaviors of paramagnetic ions 

adsorbed o~ giant molecules. If the impurity were known, it should 

show the general character of field dependence of relaxation rates 

of that particular ion, suitably adjusted to.take into account the 

motion of the giant molecule. 

Model III. The Brownian motion OF THE COLLOID PAATICLES is 

assumed to be the-reason of causing extra relaxation. This motion, 

superposed on top of the Brownian motion OF THE WATER MOLECULES, can 

· be described by a very long correlation time; which therefore enters 

our relaxation time formula. 

We will prove in Chapter V such a motion:will lead to broadening 

of the line width. In· this model, gelation will cause the long cor

relation time becoming infinity, thus dropping out of the formula. 

Only after coagulation-Will the true surface- effect be observed, and 

Mqdel I becomes the dominate ·factor. 

We shall beg.in our discussion.in Chapter II on some general pro

perties of colloids. Based upon thiS cliscussion, an estimation of 

the surface charge density on.the tudox particles is given. 

In Chapter III, we shall sur.vey the<theory of electro--chemical 

double layer, from which, the electric field intensity and potential 

as a function of distance in. a .... flat double layer is estimated. 

In Chapter IV, electrostr.iction.effect is discussed. The magni

tude of pressure and.the pressure effect on the relaxation rates are 



also est:i.rnated. However, we found that these estimated values are 

several orders :too .smaller to 'be ·significant. 
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In Chapter V, a simple model of relaxation mechanJsmis introduced. 

The possibility of using multiple correlation times is also discussed. 

General correlation analysis from a more rigorous point of view.was 

used through out the chapter. 

Chapter VI contains several proposed experimentswh;i.ch might 

relate the models with observable data. It also.contains several 

suggested methods to detect the paramagnetic impurities. 

Since thepurpose of a preliminary theory is toguide the 

experimental work, one should always keep in mind to revise his 

theory when it is necessary. We believe that, in a field such 

as colloid science, it is not advisable to. let either the theory 

goes too. far beyond the experimental, or vise versa, in order not 

to. let the theory lose its physical background, or to let the ex

perimental work go a unnecessary long way. 



CHAPTER . II 

SOME.PROPERTIES OF COLLOIDS 

Classification of Colloids 

Customarily, colloids.are classified into two kinds, LYOPHOBIC 

and LYOPHILIC •. In a lyophilic colloid, there is strong affinity 

between the.particles and the molecules of the dispersion:medium. 

The stabi.Uty of &n ideal lyophobic colloid depends \lpon the fact· 

that the particles carry an electric·charge. Solvation effect such 

as those in .. lyophilic · colloid is neglected in IDEAL lyophobic col

loids. Any·real colloid lies between the two extreme cases. Purely 

phenomenologically, lyophobic c.olloids should be defined, at least 

· when water is used as dispersion· medium, as the· colloidal sols whose 

stability is highly sensi.ti.ve· to added electrolytes (20). l,yophobic 

sols are thermodynamically unstable and the concept of their stability 

is a kinetic one. Ideal lyophilic sols are inthermodynamic equili

brium; therefore, no quest.tan of stability. arises. In REAL lyophobic 

sols the-colloidal particles are nearly always solvated; therefore, 

the non-ionic contribution· to. the st~bqity from the special. proper

ties of the. surface of .. the sol.id is not always zere (20). 

Quartz. suspension in.: water iS classified as a lyophobic colloid(21). 

12 
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An amorphous surfa,ce layer is formed when quartz crystals c1-re. pulver-

iZed (21). On the other hand, silicic acid is classified as lyophi-

lie (22) because polar water. molecules in the .liquid phase have a 

certain affinity teward the polar --OH groups in the silicic acid. 

(Starch is another example beleng te this class, but no.prominent 

effect en nuclear magnetic· relaxa.tien times has been observed.) The 

colloidal behavier ef silica sels is very complicate, probably be-

cause these .sols have properties intermediate between hydrephobic 

and hydrophilic(23). 

Accerding · to Bechtold and Snyder (24), Rule (25), "Ludoxn par-

ticles are made of amorphous silica seeds. They have surface hydroxyl 

groups resembling those in silicic acid. By the mean time they are 

alkali-stabilized to .. introduce negative charges on the surface. A 

simplified structure is believed to. be as follows: 

It is therefore reasanable te believe that Ludox has also a partly 

lyaphobic and partly lyephilic character. It might .probably be this 

character which is responsible for its extreme stability. and. relatively 

long gelation time aver a 'lttide pH range. 



Surface Charge Density 

The- surface of Ludax particles is positively, charged when the 

liquid phase is strangly acidic. In neutral and alkaline solutians, 

the, surface is negatively charged. various methads have been.used 

ta. determine the surface density 0f hydraxyl graups af silicas. 

Zhuravlevand l(iselev (26) reparted a surface density af 5.3 OH

groups per mµ 2 on thdr "KSK-2" silica gel sample, by using a deu-

terium exchange method. The saillple was first desorbed under high 

.· vacuum. They cancluded that this methad ,is more accurate than the 

complete calcinatianmethod, by which water may, be liberated from 

.the inside af the glabule skeletan. 

Electr<;>pharesis data and titration data can also be used ta es .. 

timatethe surface density of the charged OH graups. The , electro

phoresis data are interpreted in. terms of ~-potential (the electr.o

kinetic p,atential), which is defined as the potential at the slipping 

· plijne(the inner lay,r is constdered stationary wi,th respect ta. the 

p~rticle). Since the relation between t;:-potential and .the surface 

potential is still not clearly understaod; therefore,, one should be 

cautio'US at. present to use the electrophoresis data to .. calculate 

potential and surface charge density of colloids (27), 

As the properties of amorphouS'Silica depend somewhat on.the way 

· it was prepared, direct determination of theproperties·of .the Ludqx 

samples is .. therefore preferred. A d:i,rect determinatian af the. surface 

charge density of Ludox, using a titratianmethad, was reported by 

14 
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Heston, Iler and Sears (28). One of their sample (sol B) .· was prepared 

_ in· the same way as Ludox is made (24, 25). The sol was prepared ion 

· free .by· passing it through .a bed of io.n.;.e:x:change resinl. l<nown amount 

. ef NaOH was. then added • The concentration of free· OH- ians (OH~ions 
-~: .. - . ' " "' '' .•J 

in the· bulk liquid).was estimated from pH readings. The adsorbed OH-

was obtained by· subtracting the free- hydroxyl ions from. the total 

NaOH added. The pH measurements were made with an alkali-resistant, 

type K-2 glass electrode at .25°C, using a Beckman ~odel:..G. pH.;.meter. 

The results of their experiments are- plotted in .A.ppendj.x .. D •. ·-

They have- reached the foll awing conclusions: 

'.(1). The adsorption of hydraxyl ions per unit of surface area 

is essentially independent of.-the specific area of the silica. 

(2). The adsorption.capacity of surface of silica for hydroxyl 

ions at pH-~ 12 is about 3.5 :!:0.3 hydroxyl ions per mµ. 2 • 

(3) •.. The'. number of hydraxyl ions adsarbed per m µ.2 at any pH 

is a function of pH·value. lt increases as the pH value increases. 

and reaches the sa.turation value of 3. 5 as -the pH· value goes beyond 

12. 

. Percent of Charged Silanol Greup!:i 

Now, let us -compare .tqe. adsarptian capacity with. the total number 

- 1Examples df resins used in the preparation are Dowex 50 (H-form), 
(Dow -Chemical Cq.); Nalcite HCR (H-form), (National Aluminate·.Corp.); 
Amberiite IR;.4B_ (QH.;.form), and Amber.lite. IRC-50 (H-fc,rm), (Rohm & Haas 
Co.). · .Dowex 50 and Nalcite· HCR are sulfona.ted addition copolymer pre-

. pared frolll styrene arid di:vinylbenzene (DVB). · Febr further information 
and .the_orie.s. on ion: exchange, see·.the famous treatise· by Helfferich 
(Reference IF 29). · 
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of (charged.+ uncharged), si.lanol gro.upsper unit area on the surface 

· of L.udox particles. The· la.tter is .twtce, the· number of the surf ace 

Si atoms. 

Suppose, on.the average, there are n Si atoms along the radius 

r of a spherical amorphous silica particle.· The total number of Si 

atoms in this part;icle is ~ n.3 . • The mass, of each Sf02. group is 

M/NA , where M .= 60. iS -the formula weight, and NA· is the Avogadro's 

· number. The· total mass is therefore 

4-rrn.3 
.3 

M , ;,,,, 4rr :t3p 
NA 3 (2-1) 

where p iS -the density of amorphous silica. Solve for n, we· have 

n.= r(NAp/M) 1/ 3 = (6.02xlo23x2.20/60) 1/ 3r = 2.80xl07 r 
(r in cm.) 

The number of Si atoms on. the surface _is 41t n2, while the area is 

4rr r 2 • , Therefore,. the- number of Si atoms per .unit area is n2/r2,' 

which is 7.84.x 1014 atoms/cm2., .or }.84 atoms per m·µ.2. 

This number indicates that the-total silanol groups on.the sur-

2 face ha.ve ~ .densi-ty of 15.6 grot,1ps perm·µ. • Only 22%. of them.carry 

· charge· under saturation conditions. Only about 4% of them. carry charge 

at pH<= 9~5. to. 10.0. · This is a remarkably low .percentage,.that a sat-

uration layer formed by· closely_ packed counter;..ions does not·. seem to 

be existing. We. will come back·. to .. this point in next .. chapter when 

we discuss the Gouy-Chapman model. 



CHAPTER III 

. THE THEORY OF ELECTRO-CHEMICAL DOUBLE LAYER 

We shall now introduce the theory of electro-chemical double 

layer. Based upon this, estimation on magnitude of electrical field 

strength and potential will be made. Electrostriction effect and 

the effect 6f pressure on relaxation time will be discussed in next 

chapter. 

Poisson-Boltzmann Equation 

According to Gouy and Chapman (30, 31), the ionic charge in the 

solution.surrounding the particle extends some distance into the li

quid. In this theory, these dissolved ions are assumed to be point 

charges of negligible dimensions. The distribution of these ions 

along the normal coordinate of the surface is governed by the electric 

field and thermal motion. If we further assume the average concentra

tion of these ions at a givenpoint can be calculated from the aver

age value of the electric potential at the same point, then, by 

Boltzmannrs theorem, 

n_/n':_ = exp (V_e'Yt/kT): 

where e is the fundamental charge; 

V, V+ are the valences of ions respectively; 

17 
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n_,. h+ are the lacal concentrations in number of ions/cm.3 ; 

n~, ni are the concentrations of ions far from.the surface, 

i. e. , where. '¥ = 0. 

The space·charge density 

(3-2) 

Since the solution far fr.om the surface is electrically neutral, 

and p= o. 

If, furthermore, V+ = V_, (which· is enly approximately true in the '· 

cases of :Ludax,) then n° = nt = n, 

n = n eXp(Ve'1'/kT) 

n+_=== n exp(-Ve'V/kT) 
(3-3) 

In the theories treating the stability af colldidsi. expt'essions. · 

(3-2). and (3-3). are traditionally:· introduced into. the Ptisson • s 

equation 

v'~ = - P /e , (3:..4) 

which in term.gives us the so-called Pdissa'!l-l3oltzmann equatian: 

. v1Zt, = 2eVn sinh. eW, 
e kT 

· (3-5) 

: The· Limiting Cases- ef Peissen, s. E.quation 

It should be.point out that. the above relation implies in,ipli-

citly·that the dielectric constant is independent of direction {iso-

tropic) and of electric ·field strengtb,. QtherwiSe,. the general 
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Poisson rs equation should take· the form: 

.(3-6) 

At small field, 

and equation (3-6) is reduced to equation (3.,4). 

On the other hand, at .. the high field limit, the .dielectric near 

the charged particle is completely saturated. In the saturated re-

gion, 
-, A A 
P = Pr = Np r , where P i.s the pola;riz:ation per unit volume; 

A . .--> p, the elementary dipole; and r, the unit vector alongr. Using the 

vector identities 

.... 
A . 1 _, -1 r 

'i/.•r = -(3) + r• (--- -· -) 
.r r 2 r 

2 

r 

and the fact. that 'i!P ,= 0 (P has: be,en· .assumed to be constant), 

we have 
..... 

'i/•P = 2P/r. {3-7) 

Substitute (3-7) into (3-6): 

p-a) 

This is the high field limit of the Poisson rs equation. 

The Internal Field 

In general, the electrical polarization is a function of field 

strength. At present, .no. existing theory gives satisfactery relation 

between them for liquids under sufficient high field. · Fer liquids 
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composed of permanent electric·dipoles, the electric field produces 

induceddipoles aswell as re-orients thepermanent dipoles. Such 

a double action could therfore increase the internal electric field 

- -F·far beyond the external fieldE. Because of the thermal motions 

of the liquid molecules, the internal field has .a complex a. c. com-

ponent. The well-known Langevin relation.relates polarization due 

·. to re~orientation· to. the internal local field strength F: 

- - ·f __£!...] I\ P ( re-orien.) - NplL( kT ) . E 

· where - L(A) , = coth. A - + .. is the Langevin; function. In isotropic 

. .- -media such as liquids, F is·inthe same direction as·E. Iiowever, 

theoretical difficulty arises because the relation between their 

magnitudes depends µpon the choice of the model of cavity in. the cal-

culation. Different attempts were proposed by various authors. None 

of them is of complete success. The situation is even more serious 

for polar liquids. Among these existing theories, Onsager, s (32) 

and Kirkwoodis (33) give the best result. Booth (34), based upon 

Kirkwoodrs theory of polar liquids, reported an appr<:>ximate relatfon 

be.tween eiectr.ostatic dielectric .constant of water. and the applied 

electric .field strength. In his theory, -the dielectric constant 

approaches the· value of the square of the refractive index in·. the 

high field limit. The experimental value of .79 for the ,dielectric 

constant at.room.tef!lperature and low field strength is obtained only 

by adjusting the accepted dipole moment from 1.87 D. u. to 2.1 D. U. 

(One Debye Unit is equal to .. 10;..18 esu.) 
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.The Thickness of Dielectric Saturation Layer 

If such a saturation layer. can, at least in theory, be distinguished 

around a colloidal "Ludo:x:" particie of 3 to 8 m µ. in radius , the 

thickness of such a layer will not be very thick, as we will see it 

in the following diScussion: 

Suppose a charged solid particle of radius a and surface charge 

density CT is submerged in water, and suppose the region occupied by 

water can be divided into. two distinctive regions: In.the region 

between the spheres of radii aand r 0 (r0 > , a,) water is completely 

polarized, while outside of r, the medium can be described by a single 
. 0 

dielectric "constant". A·reasonable·Choice of r 0 is that where the 

field strength E(r0 ) satisfies 

pE(r0 ) ,:::; kT (3-11) 

In the inner region, equ.iltion (3-10) •. 

(3-iO) 

is satisfied. Integrate 0-10) over the :volume of the sphere of 

radius ro, i. e. ,. from r = 0. to r .= ro; 

I .... d. . 1 I d 2 ! p d . - V•EV= --;- p V+-.; r""" V. 
V O V ea · V 

(3-12) 

From the divergence theore~, we obtain 

(3-13) 

The second term. on· the· right hand side of (3 .. 12) is• 



· 2P J.·· _1_ 
eo' vr 

dV ~ _2_P_· f· ro. 4'lt" r2dr 
e0 .. r 

. C( 

(r 2 - a2) • . 0 
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(3-14) 

If we further assume that. the space- ,chai;-ge density: ~ithin thiS region 

: is zero, i.e.,. no. co.unter ions present, then·. the first term on. the 

· right hand si-de .of (3-12) is 

From (3-12), (3-13), (3-14), and (3-15) ,, we ha.ve 

2 
·. r 2 E(r ) = · ct (J" 

o . o , eo 

.. from; "1hich r 0 can: be .obtt:fd.ned: 

ro. = a[--· _o-_+_P __ ] % 
e E(r·) + P 

0 · 0 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 

0-17) 

Taking er.= 0 .l 12 ·. cou 1. /m2, i.e .• , 20% . ( from Appendix D) 6 f the 

saturation. surf ace ·c.harge dens.ity;which is 3. 5 negative ions per in µ. 2 , 

or 0-.56 coul. /m2; P as Np = (6 •. 02xto23x106+18 molecules/m3 )x6. lxl0""30 

. coul.;..me.ter = 0.204 coul./m2 ; E(r0 ). as kT/p = 6.6:x:108 volts/meter; 

e0 .= 8 •. 85x10-12 coul./volt;..meter, the-ra.tio of r /ct.is estimated as 
0 

.r 
. .....::.a_= 1.24 

et 

If sucp. a relation: i.s valid, then·. r 0 - et = 1.8 m µ. for a particle 

of 15 Iq.L: · in .diameter. If we· further estimate -the· diStance between 

: water molecules by_ the· same· method we· estimated the distance between 

Si atoms on Silica .s.urface· in. Chapter .II, then, we have 
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and r /n = (18/6 .02xto23xLO) 1 / 3 = 3. lxfo-8 

A water layer of 1.8 mµ in thickness corresponds to a layer of six 

water molecules. · (:Recall that. the layer of chemisorption and the, most 

. intimate layers of physical adsorption, as .observed ,by Zimmerman et 

al., has a thickness of about two to. three molecules,. which. could be 

·Considered as a·reasonable lower limit of the,thickness of dielectric 

saturation. layer.) 

It is interesting to. point out that the ratio between r 0 and a 

is independent of .et, .the particle diameter. This is so because we 

· have assumed that the space charge density is zero in. the inner 

region,. which. is really not ·the case. · The space· charge shall give 

us another term in equation (3-15), which Will offset the effect 

due, to. the surface, charge &:' ; this in term gives us a sj:naller tiumer-

. a.tor in 0-17), and a smaller value of r - a. 
. 0 

The criterion:pE(r0 ) ,= kT should actually be pF(r6), = kT. Since 

the local field Fmaybe.considerably larger than E.atthe same point, 

and since F may be assumed to. be a monotonically increas.ing function 

of E, we may conclude that r~ > r 0 , er, in other words, equation (3=13) 

should be integrating at a lower value of E, which turns out to·be a 

smaller denominator in (3;..17), and a larger value of r 0 - et. · However, 

the value of. ~0 E(r0 ), using E = kT/p, is less than 3%. of· the denominator; 

(8 .85xio-12x6 .6x108 = 0.0058), therefore, the substitution. of pF =kT 

·. by pE = kT has little,. effect on the result. We. can thus consider that 

equa.tion (3-17). gives us a geod estimation. of the µpper limit of the 

thickness·of the saturated polarization. layer. 

One interesting conclusion-. can: be reached from: the. above discussion. 
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If .one. wants to assume .that: complete. polarization be a -chief. ca.use 

· _of change of enviroment state, he Will find that the. proton. population 

.in.this enviroment state· is directly-proportional to. the·volume of 

salid in: the· saw.ple 

and independent of particle· siZe if o-, or equivalently, according to 

. Hester, et al. (28), the pR value of the sample has. been. kept constant. 

The Space· lon Densi-ty 

· In: considering the problem of space· charge,, however, there .is 

one· more· .trouble one has to meet. with if the Gouy-Chapman. picture 

is use~. Since -the· ions are assumed to be point. charges of negli-

gible dimensions, it is possible to .. reach an extremely high· density 

of estimated .. space .ions such that there iS not. enough space for them. 

According to Bier ~P· 14, Ref. 27), in a usual.. case, the surface 

potential of a colloid is. as;high as 250 millivolts. Assuming that 

the i.on concentrat.ion· in. the· bulk af the solution is 0.01 molar, which· 

·· is a reasonable· value, the· concentration of counter;..io.ns near the s.ur-

face iS then, accor.ding · ta. equation (3-3), 

1 250-mv = 220.molar 
100 · exp 25 mv (lcT/e .= 25 mv) 

. for u~i;..valent ions, which is physi~ally impossibly largel. 

lFor example; pure water is about 55 molar., pure .sulfuric acid, 
1 8. molar.. .. 



The· counter ion concentration may therefore exhibit saturation 

· behavior near the surface. This behavior also depends µpon ion 

valence, ion size, hadration number, etc. As a consequet:1ce, the ·· 

thickness of the diffuse layer will then· be considered greater than 

. that predicted by the Gouy=Chapman the_ory. 
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Fortunately, s·uch situation. will not be met in most of the Ludox 

samples. We will be back to this point during the calculation of 

potentials in. a flat double layer. 

The Flat Double Layer 

The traditional Poisson-Boltzmann equation is a non-linear dif.

ferential equation. It has been s.olved analytically· for plane inter

face between "particle" and solution. However, no analytical solution 

.was obtained in spherical coordinates. Debye and.Huckel treated it 

approximately by taking only the first term. of the expansion of the 

hyperbolic sine function. This approximation· is too .. rough for most 

of the cases of colloids, where surface charge densities are so large 

that the exact solutions are required. Loeb, Overbeek, and Wiersema 

(35) solved the spherical problem with the aid of a computer. Unfor

tunately, their numerical tables are .difficult to.handle. At present, 

.it is not clear how detailed a picture will be required.to account 

. for -the NMR. data. We -therefore confine ourselves to a study of the 

flat double layer for the -time being. 

In a flat 4ouble layer, the Poisson~Boltzmann eq~ation (3-5) 

. has only one variable, 

The equation is 

the normal distance from. the surface. 
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d2w 2eVn . . h. eW, 
~ = -.-e-- sin kT • (3-Sa) 

If we call. y = eW,/kT, and rewrite equat.ion {3-Sa), we have 

2e2v2n 
ekT sinh Y. 

Multiply beth sides by 2~ , and integrate between x and.=, with boundary 
dx 

· conditions y = 0 · and ¥x = 0 at. x = .co, 

co 2 2 2 = I 2 d. y .!=.z dx = 4e V n J dy dx 
x dx dx2 · ek'.1;' xsinhy dx 

0 - ( dy / = 
dx 

. .. 
dy -J' dx = 

4e2v2n 
ekT 

. [cosh 0, - · cosh y 

(cosh y - 1) 

] 

Sinh! 

{3-18) 

The minus sign is chosen in order that the solution may have a 

physical meaning. On separation of variables, we have 

2dy J se2v2n 
= - , ekT ·· dx (3-19) y/2 . ~y/2 

e - e 

This equation iS readily integrable if a facter of eY/ 2 ts multiplied 

to both the denominater and the numerator of the left side. , The· result 

is 

ln eY/2_1 = - J. 2:k2vT2n. x + c 
eY/2+1 .. 

. Recall. that y.= y0 

then optained as: 

e\l'Vo 

kT 
at x := O; the integration:cons.tant is 

eYo/ 2 - 1 c = ln,_·· ----------
eY o 12 + 1 

, and 



2 . ·12 . J ie2v2n 
(eYol +1) + (eYO -l)exp_(- --- x) 

·y/2 _ ekT 
~ . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (3~20) 

(eYo/2+1). - (eYo/ 2-l)exp,(-

In .--the following eqt,1ations, we shall: call 

A = eYo/ 2 + 1 = .exp(eV\lf0 /2kT). + 1 , 

(3-21) 

Rewrite equation (3-20); . solve for 'V 

'1,r.= 2kT ln( 
A+ l3e'"'~x 

) . 
eV A-- ae-~X 

(3-22) 

Differentiate equa.tion (3-22); we obtain 

d'V · 4kT~ 
. E · = - dx ·= · e V · _(3-23) 

A relation· between surface. potential and s.urface charge density, is 

<:r = .:.. Jcopdx = e f= :J dx := = e g~ I 
o o · ::x=O 

Using (3-18), we· have 

or 

er = +,J· 8ekTn ,. sinh eV\llo 
2kT 

,T, = . 2kT 1. [ . C1" ·,,,. . sinh-
0. eV ,J ~ei±n 

•, 
] . 

. ~3-24) 

(3-2-5) 

(3-26) 
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In .order -to obtain. numerical data from .equations 0-22), (3-23), : 

a,nd (3-26), it iS essential. to use--the -correct value of n. 

Physically, the ~tahH:t-ty of the .co.lieid fS:. highly': dependent · ·· , upon 
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-ion .c,onc~ntration (36). In .Lud9x, -so.dium: chloride and sodium: s.ulfa.te 

. salts are added. to in\pro.ve its stability. It is rather unfortunate 

. that: several sat.ts are present in.the· sample; therefore, no. straight-

forward. way of calculating n i.s ayailable • Several assumptions have 

. to be made in the· calculatio~. 

The· sulfate· ions are di ... valent. ThiS fact· has not been·: taken 

·. into account in. equation (3-5a) ,. which· otherwise. will -contain·. several 

terms each:for a different kind of ion. Rawever; the·co-ions (ions 

which· have the· same sign as the·surface·cbarge,) are· less effective 

to the·stabil.ity of co.lloids (36); we·-thus treat the.number·n.as 

the· number ·of ~the mono;..valent counter-ion (Na+). per unit .volume far 

fr.om: the· surface. · From Appendix D,- we· see-.that"'the· sodi.um ions come 

· from.three· so.urces: (1), from added NaCl; (2), fr.am added Na2s~4 ; 

and ~(3), from ionized NaOH diffused into the bulk. 

· The. amount of t.atal titratable. alkali is far much greater than 

that co.uld be expected from pH· calculaUon :(Table I). · Therefore, 

. anly a small portion. of ·the .titratable. alkali: is present in:.·the bulk 

liquid. This portion .ef: the .titratable alkali is ionized into Na+ 

and OH--, and these· mC ions are- presumably respansible for· the. pH 

. measurement. Sodium: ions· from· this sa:urce. can: be _neglected both· in 

evaluation of er and. of n :(Table I, II). Thus, we h-ave 

. n.= 
f.r., v . L --< .. _ 1_1" ) . c .. V, NA"_.:._ 

. M . 1- ·vw 
i i 

lthere the- summatian :is: carri_ed qver a,11 saurces· of sodium ious; 

£1 is. the weight .. fractian of NaCl er. Na2S~4, 

~i' the·molecular weight, Vi, the valence- respectively, 
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TABLE I 

THE TOTAL TITRATABLE ALKALI AND THE OH- ION CONCENTRATIONS CALCULATED 
FROM pH VALUES-IN UNDILUTED LUDOX COLLOIDS 

_Type of Colloid HS LS SM AM .AS 

pH at 25oc 9.9 · 8.3 8.5 . 9 .1 9.6 

[oH __ J. ( in 10~5N) 7.9 .20 .32 1.3 4.0 

Wt. % of Na2o 
from pli Data .00020% .000005% .000009% .00003% .00006%* 

Wt. % of Na2o ( total) 
.31% .10% .10% .13% .25%* from duPont Data Sheet 

* . b ~ These num ers are 10 ammonia. 

TABLE 11 

NUMBER OF SODIUM IONS PER c •. c. WATER. IN UNDILUTED LUDOX COLLOIDS 

Types of Colloid HS ~s . SM AM _AS 

Vw/Vc 0.846 o-.845 0.932 0.846 ·0.845 

;From Added NaCl * 59.0 .3.0 L2 10.4 1.48 

'* From.Added Na2s94 . 60.6 12 3.3 . 7 .3 6.05 

:From NaOH*, USing_pH Data ; o.48 0.012 0.019 . 0.076 o.24 

Total Numer of Na+ ions* 120 . 15 4.5 1,7.7 7.53 

*In .1017 ions -per c.c •. water. 



. p is the density, and Vc/Vw, the·volume.ratio of the sample 

and water in it; NA, the Avogadro's number. 
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If we assume that all the· remaining porti.on of the titratable alkali 

are .on the. surface, then 

er = k 

where f is the.weight fraction of titratable Na2o, 

M = 31, the . formula weight of \Na2o, 

A, the specific area per gm. of silica, and 

F, the weight fraction of silica in the sample. 

k is a conversion factor of 10=18 if the unit of er is expressed 

in ions/square m µ. 

The numerical values of n are given in the last line of Table II. 

In Table III, the values of (f' are given in two different units, namely, 

in ions/m µ.2 and in Coul./m2. We also give the values of 13 and 13= 1at 25°C. 

Notice that 13 has the dimension· of the reciprocal of length. The value 

of 13 is obtained from.the formula 

where n. is expresse.d in number of ions per cubic meter. .The values 

of y and 'V at 25°C are listed in the last two lines of Table III. 
0 0 

To these values of '1'0 , only·that of ammonia stabilized Ludox has.a 

possibility of reaching ionic saturation. 

With thesenume:tical values, we have.calculated the field strength 

at any. point by equations (3=23) and (3=21), the potential 'Vat. any 
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TABLE III 

SURFACE CHARGE DENSITIES AND SURFACE POTENTIAL OF LUDOX 

Type of Colloid HS LS SM AM AS 

<S' ( in 1/: ions/m µ. 2) 0.98 0.31 0.34 .o.41 1.44 

O" ( in Cou 1. /m2) =0.155 =0.050 =0.055 -0.066 -0.232 

~ (in meter-1)* 4.62xl08 L63xl08 0.39xl08 · 1. 77xl0 8 1. 16xl08 

r,-1 (in Ill µ.)* 2.16 6.14 25.6 5.65 8.4 

Yo (=e\l\V, /kT)* 
0 

+5.86 +5.68 -1-7.07 +.6.06 ~9.44 

'V.f (in mv)*' =150 -145 -181 -155 -241 -o 

.* At 25°C. 

point by equations (3=22) and (3-21), and the space charge density 

by the following formula, 

p - = 2eVn sinh e \/'III 
kT 

= =8eVn 
ABe=[3x(A2 + B2e=2~x) 

(A2 = B2e=2[3x) 2 

These values.are listed in Table IV. 



plx 

x 

E 

'¥ 

p 

(in! ) 

-
(in 107v/m) 

(in mv. ) 

TABLE IV 

FIELD STRENGTH~ POTENTIAL~ AND SPACE CHARGE DENSITY IN A FLAT 
DOUBLE LAYER AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE 

(A) 30% Ludox HS (25°C) 

OoO Ool Oo2 Oo3 Po4 Oo6 008 LO 

.0 2ol6 4o33 6.50 8066 1;Lo 17o3 2L6 

22 0 2 1L4 7o65 5o65 4o48 3o09 2o29 1. 76 

=149 =116 =96 =82 =71 =55 =44 =35 

{in Coul. /c.~.) . 711 180 . 83 47o4 31 l6o4 10.3 7.1 

L5 

32o5 

Oo99 

=20 

3o5 

2.0 

43o3 

0.58 

= 7. 7 

1.95 

w 
IS.) 



TABLE IV(CONTINUE) 

(B) 30% Ludox LS (25°C) 

~x OoO Oo02 Oo05 Ool Oo2 Oo3 o.4 006 008 

0 

x (in A ) .0 L23 3o07 6.14 12o3 18o4 2406 36.8 49.1 

E (in 107v/m) 7.1 6006 4o96 3o82 2.60 L95 L55 L07 0.80 

'¥ (in mvo ) =145 =137 =126 =113 =94 =81 =71 =55 =43 

p (CouL/c.c.) 79.6 50.7 34.0 20.4 9.6 5.7 3. 72 2.0 L26 

(C) 15% Ludox SM (25°C) 

~x o.o 0.01 Oo02 Oo03 0.04 Oo06 0.08 0.10 Oo20 

0 

x (in A) 0 2o56 5.13 7 0 70 10.25 l5o4 20.5 25.6 51.3 

E (in 107v/m) 3o43 2o95 2o58 2.28 2o04 L70 L44 1.26 o. 77 

w (in mVo ) =181 =172 =165 =158 =154 =144 =136 =130 =105 
Lo..> 
Lo..> 

p (in CouL/CoCo) 12607 93o3 7L7 56o5 45 02 3L 1 2206 17.4 6.56 



i3x o.o 

0 
x (in A) 0 

E (in 107v/m) 9o04 -

'1?: ( in mvo ) -152 

fl (in Coulo /Co~o) 151 

i3x OoO 

x (-in l ) 0 

E (incl07v/m) 33o4 

-w (in mVo ) _ =240 

p (in CouL/CoCo) 1510 

TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 

(D) 30% Ludox AM - (25°C) 

Oo02 0.05 - 0.1 0.2 

Ll3 2.82 5.65 - 1L3 

7o25 - 5o97 4.48 2o96 

=142 =131 - -117 =97 

72o5 49.4 2801 1206 

(E) 30% Ludox AS (25°C) 

Oo02 0.05 0.1 

L68 4.2 8.4 

30o0 17.0 9.6 

-202 _ -173 -145 

1223 392 127 

0.3 Oo4 o.6 0.8 LO 

16.9 2206 33o9 45.2 56.5 

2022 lo 74 L.20 0.89 - 0068 

-87 =72 =56 =44 -35 

7.2 4.6 2o4 L5 LO 

Oo2 0.3 Oo4 o.6 

1608 25.2 33.6 50.4 

4.9 3.18 2.29 1.39 

-113 -94 -81 ~62 

. 33 o2 14.6 708 3.2 w 
.,I::-



TABLE V 

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF E AND W OF 30% LUDOX HS 

·.···~X o.o o. 1 0.2 0.3 · 0.4 0.6 0.8 LO 1.5 2.0 

0 

x (A) 0 . 2.08 . 4.15 6.22 a .• 3o 12.44 16.6 20~8 31.1 41.5 

-
0°C E (l07v/m) 21.8 1L2 7.45 5.50 4.32 2.98. 2.20 L70 0.95 0.56 

'¥ (mv.) -151 -116 -96.5 -82.5 -7L3 =55.5 =43.8 -35.l -2L9 -12.7 

-0 

x (A) 0 2.26. 4.52 6 • .78 9.04 13 .53 18.1 22.6 33.9 . 45.2 
~ 

50°C E (l07v/m) 22.4 11.52 7.80 5.82 4.61 3.20 2.36 1.83 L03 0.60 

'¥ (mv.) =147 -115 =94.8 =81.0 -71.0 -55 =43.3 =34.6 =21.9 -12.2 

--
0 

x (A) 0 2.42· 4.85 7.28 9. 70 14.57 19.4 . 24. 25 36.4 · 48.5 

--
100°C E (10 7v/m) 2301 11.88 8.11 6.15 4.86 3.36 2.52 1.93 1.09 0.64 

'¥ (mv.) -144 =113 =93.8. =80.5 -70 =54.5 =42.8 -34.6 -20.4 -12.2 

l.,J 
\JI 
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To illustrate the temperature dependence of equations (3-22) and (3-23), 

an example is given in Table Von 30% Ludox HS. The range of variation 

is smaller than expected. The numbers in Tables IV and V are plotted on 

the next few pages. 

The values,~ surface charge densities listed in Table III agree 

fairly well with the experimental o-is of Hester et al (28). The places 
0 0 

where E ~ kT/p ·• are x = 5 A for Ludox LS at room temperature, 7 A for 

Ludox AM, 10 for HS, and 21 for AS. The value of E for Ludox SM has 

never reached the value kT/p even on the surface. Fortunately, all 

these values fall within or close to the upper limit of thickness of· 

dielectric saturation layer as we have estimated on p.23. Space charge 

densities for most types of colloids are low to be accounted for an 

ion saturation layer; except in Ludox AS, the ammonia stabilized colloid, 

may possibly reach the saturation barrier. 
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FIGURE III 

· Temperatuture Dependence of Electric 
Field Strength in a Flat 

Double Layer 

(30% Ludox HS) 

20 

0 

Distance .x (in A) 
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. CH:Al>TER . IV 

... ELEGTROSTRICTION EFFECT .AROUND THE DOUBLE LAYER 

We shall n·ow estimate the pressµre change due to the strong 

electric f'Hrtd create'd·by ·the electric .double layer. The electric 

field strength ancl po.ten"ti.al are obtained -from previous chapter. 

Forces Acting on. a Volume Element 

Consfd:er···"a ·vo·lume ·eteme.nti,AV of an {isotropic) liquid medium. 

The condition of equilibrium can be stated as 

.... 
f - v'p.= 0 (4-1) 

.... 
where f- is th:e body force . per .unit ;vo 1 ume . acting on 8 V, and p is the 

press1,.1re in ··this element. The body force, as given. by Stratton (3 7), 

is 

. f = • _l_ E2'i7,"' _ + _1_ 'il(E2T ,oe) 
---2 "' ·2 -- oT' 

where.Tis the density. We save the letter f'l for the· space charge 

density. 

In the liquid space surrounding a colloid particle, there is a 

n_on-zero space charge den·sity due· to_ the difference in concentrations 

of posit'ive an,d negative ions. A .term .pE has to be_ added to -the 

above hodyforceexpression. 

1 = - - 1- E2 v'e + --1-. 'V(E2T ae ) + pE 
2 _ 2 ar 

According to Stratton,. two. important assumptions have been.made in 
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the qerivation of equation (4-2); 
! 

namely, 

(1)' 
--+ 11· 

6 depends only. on r cind 'T ~ 

(2), the boundary of solid is rig·id so that no work is 

being done during the compression. 

40 

The first assumption gives us no problem in the case of colloids since 

the dielectric constant of water is a function of field intensity E, 

which is a function of space only. The second assumption could not 

be fully justified since the compressipility of water is only seven 

times greater than the compressibility of quartz1 • 

A Relati~m between E, w, ·-and,,;p , 

From equations (4-1) and (4 ... 3), a differential relation between 

pressure and field intensity 

0 (4-4) 

--+ 
is obtained. Dot multiply equation (4-4) through by dS and integrate~ 

This equation can be reduced by using the following relations: 

(I) 

(II) 

(III) 

lAccording to International Critical Tables. 
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Ir ... rp 
'vp•<iS = j. dp = p - Po 

c- . Po 
(IV) 

Now, let us start our _discussion by integral (II). A classical 

£ £' d' . 0€ way o · in .ing. -'- .:l\lt is by employing the Clausius-Mossotti's law, 

which is too simple and does not describe the situation correctly. 

Instead of using the Ctausius-Mossotti·r s law,. we are going to. try 

a formula of di.electric· constant for water given by Booth (34), which 

reads: 

s 2 28 N'lT (T] 2 + 2)µ L( . ;/J3 Eµ. (T]2 + 2) 
~=Tl + 3,.,-=!3 Es0 6 kT ) 

(4-6) 
where 11 is the refra<:!tive index, 

N, · the number of water molecules per c .• c., 

.. µ, . the permanent electric· dipole moment of water molecule, and 

L, theLangevin function. 1 L(x) = coth x - -sr-

Noticing that N is related. to. the dens.ity T by the relation 

M 

where . NA is the Avogadro, s number, and M, the molecular weight, we 

may obtain ; frem. ( 4,.,~) a formula ; for 0€ 
T""S"::" 

OT· 

28NT (T]2+2) µ L( ~ Eµ (T] +2)) 

. 3,./]3 E 6kT 

2 
TI.) so 

(4-7) 

With the. aid of equation (4-6), one should be able- to, solve 1 in 

principle,. the general Poisson equation (3-6). The value of E thus 

· obtained should be substituted into expression (I) and (11) 1 and a 

relationbetween . .p andW obtained from the general Peissonis equation 
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should be used in expression (III). Such a procedure inevitably re-

quires. complicate iteration. Since our purpose is to obtain an order-

of- magnitude estimation, we shall try to avoid unnecessary compli-

cation. For this.reason, the Poisson=Boltzmann's picture is again 

adopted. 

InPoisson-Boltzmannvs picture, E: has been assumed a constanto 

This is a happy assumption because we can thus put expression (I) 

·equal to zeroo It is interesting to point out that it is possible 

to obtain the same result ·by assuming that the density T i.s.a·con-

stant in equation (4-4). By usi,ng,---a-· general relation 

d'e 
'v£ = cfr·'ii'T, 

we can easily reduce (4-4) to its equivalent form: 

... 
\ V(E2 cle) + ~ 

OT T 

... 
Dot multiply term by term by dS 

l 
=- !Jp 

T 

and integrateo Since Tis regarded 

as a ccmstant here, we. can take it out of the integral sign. So, 

This is the same equation as we obtained in the Booth-Poisson;..Boltzmann 

treatment. 

Expression (III) can: readily be evaluated under Poisson-Boltz~ann 

picture,. which says that pcan be expressed as: 

p - 2eVn sinh ~~ 

Therefore, 



L+'p'* = 2eVnL>J,•inh ~r ~= 2nkT( cosh k:f'V - 1) 

(4-9) 

Combine (4-5), (4-7), (4-9), and expression (IV); we have 

p - . p0 = \E2 (-e- - 'T]2)e0 + 2nkT (cosh 
E:6 

e\fllr 
kT - l) 

Estimated Pressure.and.Its Effect on T1 

To crbtain the upper· Limit of b.p due to eletrostriction effect, 

let us. take the maximum· values· of E arid 'U :· of 30% Ludox HS. From 

Tables II, III, and IV, 

E = 22.2xl07 volts/meter, 

:1'1! = -149 mv. (or y0 = eW,0 /kT = 5.86)., 

n = 120x1017 ions/c.c. 
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Taking 2 
(e/e0 ) - i] = 76, e = 8.85xlo- 12 fqrad/meter,. we have 

0 

2 . 2 .....L ·E2(_. e_ - i] )e = 1.65x107 Newtons/meter , and 
2 E:o o 

2nkT (cash y0 .:. T) = L72xl07 -Newtons/meter2• 

The maximum total pressure is only about 3.4xlo7 Newtons/meter 2, 

2 
or 34Q leg. /cm· •• 

Benedek and l;'urcell (38, 39) has .meas.ured the longitudinal r.elax-

. . . . . - . 2 
ation time of proton in water up to 10,00Q kg.fem. A more: careful 

work was done later by Nolle andM~hendroo (40)? . They found only 

small negative pressure coefficient of T1 :. A,t 340 kg/cm2 D the pres-

sure effec.t is essentially negli.gible. 



CH.A?TER V 

THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION-TIME THEORY 

In. thi.s .chapter, we shall try to give. a theoretical basts to ., 

justify the use of the phenomenological equation of multi-correlation-

times in. colloids. .As we l).ave seen, estimations of change of proper-

ties in the double layer fail to give us proper considerations on the 

increase of relaxation rates of protons in wat.er in the colloids; we 

shall therefore look from a different point of view. It is clear from 

the fundamental theory (Appendix B) that all the informations:about 

the motions of the molecules are contained in the orientation functions. 

These informations, except a random phase factor, are subsequently 

passed into the·correlation functions; therefore, a study of correlation 

functions are essential to the problem. A complete knowledge about 

the correlation functions of a particular system is of course a problem 

of statistical physics; we shall leave it for future investigation. 

Harmonic Analysis 

In the general theory of harmonic analysis (41), an expression 

of considerable interest and importance is 

(5-1) 

where t iS time and Tis a "time displacement" independent oft. In 

44 
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case either or both of the functions are complex, (5-1) should read: 

If f 1(t) = f 2(t), ~11 (T) is called the autocorrelation function of 

f 1; if f 1(t) and f 2(t) are two statistically related but otherwise 

independent functions, ~12(T) is called the cross-correlation function 

of f 1 and f 2, in the specified order. Autocorrelation functions are 

frequently mentioned in physics literature; sometimes, they are simply 

referred as correlation functions. 

If we-write f 1(t) and f2(t) in their Fourier integral form: 

(5-2) 

we can easily prove that 

and 

* are .Fo.urier transforms of each other. If f 1 = f 2, then F 1 F 1 is 

called the "power spectrum" of f 1• The term pow~r spectrum is mis= 

leading; only if f 1 is related to such quantities as ,voltage, current, 

velocity, displacement in.a harmanic oscillator, etc., the expression 

* F1·F1 has the physical meaning of "pawer". 

So far we have not stated th~ ri.ature of f 1(t) and f 2(t). They 

may be periodic functions of time, aperiodic functians af only single 

occurance, random time series of any sort, or a mixtur.e of any two 

of the above. The analysis of autacarrelation and cross-correlation 
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functions of periodic or aperiodic functions is of conceptional im-

portance; since they are "definite" function of time, we know their 

11 future11 quite well from the analysis of their past. These functions 

bring us no new informations, and no statistics is needed in their 

analysis. 

The original idea of correlation was introduced by the statist-

icians. For certain problems associated with the strength of the· 

relation between two random variables, the statisticians introduced 

the correlation coefficient defined as 

Lxnyn 
= n 

J'Z x~ i Y2 · 
i j J 

From this historical background and the frequent application of cor- · 

relation functions on problems dealt with random variables, it may 

mislead us to. the idea that only random functions have to do with 

correlation. In fact, the energy density spectra of periodic or 

aperiodic functions are well known in the field of Fourier analysis. 

These spectra are also a periodic or aperiodic functions to which 

we definitely cannot assign a correlation time. Only a certain type 

of ensemble of random variables are qualified to be assigned a 

single correlation time. One of the examples is the ensemble whose 

probability distribution follows the Poisson distribution. 

We shall first state some of the general theorems about corre-

lation functions; the proof of these theorems is given in Appendix E. 

THEOREM I: The autocorrelation function is real and even. 



THEOREM II: The.autocorrelation function approaches to zero as T 

approaches to infinity, if f1(t) contains no d.c. or periodic com

ponents 

THEOREM III: The autocorrelation function is continuous everywhere 

if it is continuotis at the origin. 
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THEOREM IV: The maximum value of the autocorrelation function occurs 

at the origin; i.e., ~11 (0) > 1~11 (T)I for every T 1 O. 

THEOREM V: The autocorrelation function at the origin is the mean 

square value of f 1(t). 

It is clear from·. the definition (5=1) of correlation functions, 

in order that ~12(T) be.a definite function of T, the integral has 

to be independent of time t. Such. a requirement is obviously fulfilled 

in the cases of periodic or aperiodic functions, but it is not neces

sarily true for an ARBITRARY random function. The ensemble of random 

functions (which·. we shall call it the random. process). which fulfills 

this condition is a stationary random process. This is an important 

catagory of random processes b~cause each of them may be defined by 

a set of time independent probability functions (42) and therefore 

may be ~andled by using the ergodic theorem. The ergodic theorem 

states that: for an ergodic system, the time average of a member 

function of an ~nsemble is equal to the ensemble average of the sys

tem. In the case of autocorrelation function, this statement is 

equivalent to 
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Here y1 and y2 are the heights of TWO member functions of the ensemble 

at the SAME instant of time,. and Tis here considered as a parameter.II 

P(yl'y2;T) is the unconditional probability of occurance of .Yl 

and y2• If we·reconize Tas the time difference between t 1 and t 2, 

we can write 

where P(y1)dy1 is the probability that y1 lies in the range (yl' y1+dy1), 

and P(y2/y1;Tflts the conditional probability that, knowing yl' we 

find y2 lies in the range (Y2, y2+dy2) at a time interval 'T = t2 - t 1 

later. Therefore, 

lim 1 ,. T * 
= T- 2T j fl (t)fl (t+T)dt 

-T 
,. co ,. co 

= J _cc j _,}1Y2P(yl)P(y2/Yi; T)dyl dy2. (5-4) 

Both (5-3) and (5~4) serve as useful formulas in evaluating the 

correlation functions. 

The Brownian Motions in aColloidal System 
I 

Having discussed some general properties of correlation functions, 

let us take a look on the general features of Brownian motions. The 

equation of motion of a particle executin~ Brqwnian motion in a simplest 

medium can be written as 

..... -+ --> 

m du= - fu + F(t) 
dt 
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.... .... 
wherem.is themass of the particle; u, its velocity; -fu, a symmetri-

cal frictional part; and F(t), .a fluctuating part whose microscopic 

nature may or may not be well understood. Following Uhlenbeck.and 

Ornstein (43), we will assume themean,value of F(t) at given t, 

over an ensemble of particles which have the same initial velocity 

at t 0 is zero, i.e., 

In systems such as colloidal sols, there are two types of inter-

related Brownian motions which we are interested, i.e., the Brownian 

motion of the water molecules .and the Brownian motion of the colloid 

particles. The number of independent equations of motion is equal 

to the degree of freedom. However, they may be divided into the follow-

ing two groups: 

~c [J .· me - = - fc· 1Jc + Fe( t) + ~c x , . dt 

(5-6a) 

(5-6b) 

. where w and c stand for the water molecules and the colloidal particles 

respectively. Both of these equations are written in the laboratory 

system.of coordinates. The treatment of such a set of equations is 

obvious statistical in nature. ·· The term K[xJ is added here to. take 

account of the rrexterna111 forces which.may be.a function of space, 

such as the gravitational force, ~he applied electrical field as in 

.an electr9phoresis experiment, or a slow-varying spatial-de~endent 

time function which may generally happen in colloids. In general, 
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theK fluctuations are of much lower frequencies than the F fluctua-

tions. We shall show this is the case in the next few paragraphs. 

We shall exclude. al 1 those "external" forces such. as gravitational 

force, non-equilibrium thermal diffusions, etc.; therefore, let us 

set Kc[x] = O. For l\,[x(tB rs, we may include such kind of fluctu-

ations generally brought into our attention in the study of colloids, 

for example: themotion af electric double layer, of "gaint" macro-

molecule-size magnetic impurity particles, the migration of water 

molecules or ions on the surfaces, and the forced motion of water 

molecules by their giant neighbors, etc •• For the sake af clearness 

of discussion, we will not specify it at the present time. 

To a first approximation, equation (5~6b) 

may be interpreted physically as the equation of motion of a co.lloid 

particle surrounded by a homogeneous, incompressible, continuous medium 

so that we may neglect the molecular character of the medium temporarily. 

Under this picture, a volume element dV containing mass i:nv of the 

medium in the space around the macro-particle will execute a motion 

which can be described by the equation (5-7). 

dVc f ( ) 111.v - = = wv c + Ge t , dt 

where vc is a velocity of the same order of magnitude of uc. We may 

image that v is related to uc in the ordinary hydrodynamic sense • . · c .. 

The term Gc(t) in (5-7) is a fluctuating force of the same frequency 

range of F c< t) but of a smalleramplitude. Such. a velocity field prb= 
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vide us a relative coordinate system for each volume element. If we 

choose the volume element such that it contains only one water mole-

cule, we can rewrite (5-7) in the laboratory system as 

An observer in the moving system of coordinates should find the 

relative velocity vc satisfies the equation 

I 

mw :~w = - fwu~ + Fw(t) + { 1<w[x(t~ - Gc(t)} 

Equation (5-8) is simply the difference between equations(5=6a) and 

(5-7t). Since this observer should find himself in the same situation 

as an observer in the laboratory system looking at the molecular 

Brownian motion of pure water,. we may assume equation (5-8) is iden= 

i 
tical to equation (5-5), and Uw = u; 

Substitute (5-5) into (5=8), we find 

~[x( t)J = Ge ( t) 

which states that the fluctuating force exerting on.a molecule due 

to the push-around by the colloid particle is of the same frequency 

range as the fluctuating force exerting on the colloid particle. 

So far we have only discussed the translational Brownian motion. 

In a similar way, we can easily extend our discussion to the rotational 

case. The fluctuating terms in equa.tions (5-6a), (5-6b), (5- 7), and 

(5-8) has a physical dimension of force. In the later discussion of 
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correlation functions, we will not make distinctions in notations 

between the fluctuating force, the fluctuating velocity, or the random 

displacement. Since they are related to each other by an integration, 

their correlation.property is the same. 

The Correlation Function of Mixed Fluctuations 

Having estab.lished that the frequency of Fw(t) is much higher 

than that of .Kw(t), let us go back to the definition of autocorrela-

tion function, 

lim 1 " T ~~ 
cpll (T) == T->Oil 2T J ft (t)fl (t+T)dt. 

-T 

Under experimental conditions, T can never reach infinity. 

(5-1) 

For practi-

cal purpose, only a time interval L\T during which f 1(t) has passed 

the zero value.a sufficient number of times is required. Suppose now 

we choose the length &Tin such a way that Fw(t) has changed many 

cycles while Kw( t) remains essentially a constant (say, C) during the 

interval, then, 

l ,.. &T 1, C ,.. L\T * 
'F 2ATJ F (t)F (t+T)dt + -2 ,1 F (t)dt 

!.:!. -!::. T w w !::. TJ _8 T w 

'~ ,. 8T ,•, 
+ --2_ j F (t+T)dt + 

2,6T -LiT w 
(5-10) 

The first term.is the correlation function·relatedto the molecular 



random motion in.a pure water sample; the second term is the mean 
1r. ,. 

value of Fw(t), which we have assumed it be zero; the third term, 

as far as T << fiT, can.also be proven.as themeanvalue of Fw(t). 

As it is frequently cited in the literature, the correlation 

function is assumed of the form~ 

1 ,. fi T * . - * = I TV Tc 
<!AT J F (t)F (t+T)dt - <fw (t)Fw(t)>ave • 
~ A W W -~T . 

(5-11) 

We shall .postpone the discussion of the validity of this assumption 

in next section, and start to use this form of correlation function 

in our discussion. 
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If relation (5-11) is used in (5-10), the autocorrelation function 

in our "petite" ensemble has the form shown in Fig. IV. It has a constant 

cpll (T) 

c2 

0 T 

FIGURE IV. The aµtocorrelation 'function of 
a random p~ocess with a hidden d.c. component. 

tail at t equals to "infinity". Notice that the· value of c2 is ar.bi= 

trary. 

The treatment in the last paragraphs has an obvious weakness 

because the random process it handled is not a STATIONARY process. 

It can only be.considered appraximate to a stationary precess if we 
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cho.ose our ensemble in· such. a small volume .that K(x) is constant in 

it, and. such.a small. time interval b.Tthat K(x) has not changed sub-
- . 

stanua:11y. However, (5-10) is a goqd appr(!)ximation for the overall 

process in: tbat small region near --the erigin. 

Fig. IV is an example of correlation functions lllith _ a hidden d.c. 

component. Another interesting example ef correlation function is 

that of a function- with. a hidden infinitely;..narrow band of sine-cosine 

- components. In the-central portion near the origin, one finds the 

· correlation function ef thermal noise, which satisfies assumption 

(5-11), and therefore .its. c.orrelation function bas an exponential 

form. In-the region far from the origin, the noise-correlation 

function decays away, and the sigt:tal correlation.function shows up, 

which bas a (periodic) cosine form. · This is the way the communication 

engineers used to. separate.weak signals from strong randem noise(44, 45). 

· In the- case of cello ids, the "signal II is actually same long · 

wavelength· noise, which will show µpin thecerrelation .diagram.far 

from the origin.as a slew variation· of c2 .with T. · This is so because 

we·have selected-a non;..stationary small ensemble. 

Since_ a water molecule will eventually pass through all the · 

possible. phase space in a· collai9 $al!lple, it iS evident th,:a~·_::the · overall 

process is stationary,_ and.there will be no further d.c. or periodic 

component; therefore, its c.orrelation function has to. apprqach- zero 

as T -+ oo • Since the- fast fluctuation bas alre;!ady decayed. away, it 

must approach to zero in.a slower fashion: 
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The cross-·correlation functions crpK(T) and cpKF(T)may be proved to. be 

. zero if we.assume: 

(1), the Fw process and the ~ process are statistically independent, and 

(2), either of them has a zero mean.value. (See Appendix E.) 

Thus we, can, write the. autocorrelation functioni>1: a colloid; sys-

tern.as: 

· If assumption (5~11). is used for, both cpFF(T) and cpKK(T), we have 

cpu(T) = ~w(t)Fw(t)>t e-hl /'ff.+ <Kw(t)Kw(t)>t e-hl/Tk 

(5-12) 

The Exponential Form ef ,Correlation Functions 

As.we have.point out, the fundamental task inevalt.Jating the, cor-

relation function of a random precess is to find first its probability 

density· functien. Direct integration of equation (5-1),can only be 

performed experimentally by a cerrelator. Sometimes, to. find the.pro= 

bability density distribution is not an easy problem; one has to.rely 

upon. ingenious.assumptions. One of the most often.quoted assu~ption 

for :NATURAL physical systems is (5-11). However, this is not a funda-

mental assumption, fts,sufficient condition concerning about probabi-

lity distribution can- be preved without difficulty; i. e., if the ran-
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dam.process follows a Guassian distribution law, or equivalently, if 

the probability density function satisfies the diffusion equation, 

then a correlation time can be defined, and the-correlation function 

has the form of (5-11). 

Let us start With- the- two dimensional (rotational) diffusion 

equation, 

. oP _ 0 s 2 
:;:- - -2 ·'vs P 
ut a (5..,13) 

The- conditional probability P(.w/w0 ;-r). required in (5 ... 4) is the solu

tion of (5-13) With the initial condition 

(5-14) 

In other words, we want P(w , t 2) = P(w , -r) satisfies the initial 

condition (5-14). By expanding P(w , -r), into spherical harmonics 

(we wish to use the erthogonality property of spherical harmonics 

in the integration (5-1), since· f 1(t) here is the orientation functions 

of the dipole-dipole interactfon, i.e., they are spherical barmenics 

of L = 2; ) we have 

Substitute (5-15) into (5;..13), usil)g 

dCL M(T) D 
""' ' s LJ d'f . YL M(w ) = - -:-2 L(L+l) CL M. y . (w ) . , . _a , L,M 

(5-16) 

Multiplying both sides by YL, ,M' (w), integrating over all w , and 

using the erthogonality property 



,. 
j YL,-M(w) YL I ;-M- 1 (w ) dw= s LL, 8 .. MM' 

·W 

we can separate (5-16) into a set of equations 

Ds 
= = 2 L(L+l) C 

a L~M 

·which has the irranediate solution 

2 a in.which TL is defined as 
L(L + l)Ds 
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Since we are interested only in the component of P(w , T) with L = 2, 

we·have 
. (5-17) 

This is the correlation time given in the BPP theory. 

In case that P(w ) can be written. as the product of P(9) and P(cp), 

equation (5-13). can· be separated into a· 9=equation and a cp-equation. In 

. this way, the degeneracy, in M has been. removed 9 and 

Einstein· has found t}:lat , for a free. particle under Brownian motion, 

the probability density function satisfies the diffusion equation 

~i - . D \?~p ' 

or in the·rotatio~al case, 

This may be considered as another justification of using (5-11). 



The a priori Probability 

If equation (5-12) is being used to determine.the relaxation 

times, we have to know the relative strengths of the time averages 

* * .<Fw(t)F' (t)> and <K (t)K (t)> • In BPP theory (4), there is only 
' w t ,, ""1 -w t 

one term j.nvolved; the a priori probability has been _assumed constant 

(= 1/4'ff') and integral (5=4) is performed as Abragam did on po 299, 

equation (101) in his treatise (46). The result of integration gives 

* us the coefficient of the exponential form <Fi(t)F.(t)> the numer-
1· av 

ical values 4/5 for F0 , 2/15 for F1, and 8/15 for F2 (Appendix B). 

Remember that both F (t). and K (t) which will be interested in 
W ·W 

NMR are fluctuations of the orientation functions defined in (B-16). 

Intuitively,, we can .split the a priori probability into two terms, 

each.associates.with its own expo-qential decay function, with their 

' 
sum still equal to l/41(' • We shall call these .two parts 1, = k 

41f 
k and ---

41T 
, where 0 <,k < 1. We can-think of k as a function of 

the properties of -the sample. Thus: 

N, ( -l'I"f/-r -fTl/-r 
q:, •• (T) = ...:.2:,_ (1 = k)e F + ke K ]. , (5-18) 
; 11 b6 . 

_and the power spectra: 

2(1 - k),TF + 2k:TK ] 

1 + W 2 , T 2 · 1 + W 2 T 2 
·F K 

, (5-19) 

where · N0 = 4/5, N1 = 2/15; · and N2 = 8/15. In· case- that more than 

one T should be considered,. we can'. write, with · k = 2J. ki,· 
K 1 · 

J - Ni [ 2(1 - k).'l"F + z 2k. TKi ] 
i(w) -- -6 2 2 -----.--_,,,..... · 

b . 1 + W ·TF 1 + W 2 T 2 
i .. Ki 

(5=20) 
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CHAPTER . VI 

PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS 

Recent work by R. R. Slater (19) does. show the experimental, 

field dependence curve of relaxation times of "Ludox11 can· be,fitted 

into a scheme using two correlation times. Unfortunately, thecurve 

is similar to that due to paramagnetic ions. So, themost important 

task.at the.present time is to determine·whether there is a sufficient 

amount of paramagnetic·contaminations in the sample. Various methods 

of determination:have been proposed. Among them the most conclusive 

ones are mass spectroscopic analysis and ESR experiments. Separation 

of the solid particles from the liquid by. centrifuge method is under 

'\'lay; thus we.are.able to determine.where the responsible element 

lies. Probably a easier way is to run.a 11 synthesis 11 • The ion exchange 

resins needed in the experimental are easy to acquire. The particle 

sU:e, can be determined by the. available BET equipment and the electron 

microscope. Suspect impurities can· be doped into the sample during 

synthesis. 

Another simple·way to.check on.the foreign materials is as follows; 

Dissolve.a known.amount of 11 Ludox11 sample in NaOH solution. Compare 

its relaxation· time against a blank. made of high quality silica dis

solved in NaOH solution. For safety reason, they should be checked 

.at two different field strengths. 
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If unfortunately, paramagnetic ions are found to be responsible, 

the system:canbe used to study.adsorption of paramagnetic ions by 

.. gaint particles. Perl}aps. a better system to study this phenomenon 

is the ion exchange resin itself, since its surface character can be 

controled at ease· by adding various chemicals. Another sort of differ

ent material called "molecular sieves" are. available; they are syn

thetic zeolites with narrew, rigid, uniform pores which functions as 

a highly specific sorbent (29). 

If paramagnetic·contamination. has been excluded, it is the task 

of experimental work to. determine the·values of TK.and kin equations 

(5-.19) and (5-20). In order to explore the relation between·k and 

other factors,. we shall l),ave. at least one curve for each of the follow-

. ing pair, keeping all the other factors as constant as possible: (1), 

k vs. temperature; (2), k vs. radius of particle; (3), k vs. %.silica 

content; (4), k vs. pH value. 

If the surface.phenomenon can be established, it should in general 

exiSt in all lyophobic colloids. For those. colloids Whose maximum 

· stable.concentrations aremuch lower than that of Ludox, paramagnetic 

salts may be· adied to study its coagulatien mechanism. 

* '* * 
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APPENDIX A 

THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RELAXApoN·TIME T1 AND 

DIFFUSION CONSTANT OF 02-FREE.PURE H201 

Dxl06 l'1 fWOO .TI. (T1 /D) (TfUtt2 
(cm2/sec) (sec) ( . ),25°c 11250 (T1/D)25°C _(T11\ /l') 25 c:1.C 

0.97 1.59 1.00 2.02 1.04 1.03 
1.16 1.88 0.99 1.69 L02 1.02 
1.36 2.20 0.98 1.46 1.02 1.01 
1.58 2.55 0.98 1.28 . 1.02 .1.00 

. 1..85 2.95 0.99 1.12 1.01 1.00 

2.13 3 .37 1 1 1 1 
2.46 . 3 .82 . L02 0.896 D. 98 LOO 
2 •. 79 4.30 1.02 0.805 0.97 LOO 
3.14 .· 4 • .76 1.03 · 0.}33 0. 96 0.99 
3.52 5.27 1.04 0.671 .Q.95 0.98 

.• 3.94 . 5.77 1.05 . 0 .615 • 0.93 0.97 

. 4.37 6.78 1-.06 0.569 0.91 0.96 
4.82 6.81 .1.06 0.523 ,• Q .• 89 0.95 

.· 5.30 7 .36 l.07 0.488 ·0 .• 88 0.94 
5 • .78 7.91 1.07 o.454 0.86. 0.93 

·. 6.27 8.49 1.07 0.424 0.86 . O .92 
. 6.81 9.10 1.08 o.4oo . 0.85 , 0.91 

7.26 9.70 L.07 0.377 0.&4 .· 0 • .90 . 
7 • .7 5 10.30 1.06 0.355 0.84 · 0.89 

.· 8.20 ,. 1.0.95 .· 1.05 .. 0.336 0.84 0.88 

· 8.65 ll.55 1.03 0.318 .. 0.84 0.87 

1Taken· fram. ~. H. Simpson and H.· Y. Carr, Phys. Rev. 111, 1201 
( 1958). 
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APPENDIX B 

THE FUNDAMENTALS .OF BPP THEORY 

The following is a step by step.derivation of a part of the BPP 

theory in which the dipole-dipole interaction is treated as a perturb-

ation. The quantum mechanical method af 11variatian of canstants" is 

in general used. Na attempt is made to use the more rigorous "diagonal 

sum method." Such.a treatment can:be found in Kubo and Tomita: 

J. Phys. Soc. Japan, 2,, 886 (1954) as well as scattered in the Abragam•s 

book. Furthermore, we will concentrate our discussion on the appli-

cation of BPP theory to the relaxation of liquid systems. 

Classical Hamiltanian. of Interaction 

Class'ically, the potential ·energy of interact:ion .. of a magnetic 

dipoleµ. in a field B. is 
1 1 

........ 
· V.= -µ.. 0 B 

.1 i 

If Bi is. the field created by the j-th dipole at the location of the 

i-thdipole, 

.... 
Bi.= - V .cpi .. 1 

where 
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Therefore, 

After expansion1, 

-+ ·-+ 
µ. i .µ. j =---'3 

rij 

(B-1) 

. (B-2) 

Expression (B-1): indicates that Vij has a tensc,rial character; 

it is the product of two irreducible (or spherical)tensors (47). Ex-

pression (B-1) can "readily" be expanded into a sum of three terms 

each of which multiplied by an appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 

(or as it is often-called, the Wigner coefficient.) Instead of using 
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this short:..handed notation, we prefer the direct expansion which follows 

in the next three pages, which we believe will show up the.physical in-

sight more clearly. 

Quantum Mechanical Analog 

In:quantum mechanics, the II_lagnetic moments are described by the 

operators 

------· 1'i .I.; l 
(B~3) 

. _. ·-to 

where Ii and Ij are the corresponding spin angular momentum operators 

1Expression (B-2), is generally found in_treatise -of electromagnetism. 
See, for_ exatllple, Panofsky and Phillips, Classical ~lectricity and Magnetism, 
Addison-Wisley, 1955. 
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of the i-th.and j-th nuclei respectively. If we substitute (B-3) 

directly into the cla.ssical equation (B-2), we hElve the interac.tion 

operator 

?_2 3 ·- ..... __, ...... ..... .... -
V .. = (y~ /r 1-J·)/ 11.•IJ· - 3(I.·u)(IJ.•u) / 1J · - 1 -

. (B;.4) 

..... 
where uis the unit vector along rij with direction casines {¥1 , a 2 , 

and a3. · In· the original papers by Bloembergen. et al. (48, 4), ex

pression (B;..4) is first expanded into Cartesian components, then-the 

spin part is transformed into. the camponents Iz, I+, and I_; and the 

space part into. spherical coordinates. The-terms were r~grouped into 

groups of equal !:imvalues. By reverse the pracedure of calculation, 

i., e., by doing the transformation· before the expansion, we find it 

is possible· to c.ut down the labor of calculation· to. less than one 

third of the· original. 

Using the relationsh:j.ps 

+ · I 2 = \ ( . I _ I ) (B;.,5) 

(B-6) 

cx 3 = Z •• /r = cas 9 .. . 1J ij 1J 

we have 



2 ··""'2 /. - I I + I I + I I -/ y 11 - 1'1 J0 l ·2 '2 . . ' 1 J 13 J3 -

-+ -+ 

Substitute these expressions into (B-4), and multiply them out term 

by term; thus we have a total of twelve terms. Regroup them accord-

ing to their 6m.values (the reason for doing so.will be clear in the 

following discussion,).we obtain the expansion of Vij operator in 

the six terms A, B, C, D, E, and F: 

where 

+ -i,cp·. i.cp 
3/.-I cose .. + 1.. s1'n""· ·(I."- 1J + I-.e:. ij) .-/x - - Z1' . 1J ~ 0 1J 1 v ' 1 -

- + - ,e_'cp. . e: ,i Cf!i_j )_·-1} / Iz ,cose .. + \ sine .. (I J.e: . 1J + I 
- J 1J 1J j 

A= Iz,Iz. ( 1 - 3 cos2e .. ); 
1 · J 1J · 

B = L(1+.1-. + I-.I' +.). (2 - 3 sin2 e1.J.)' 
~ · 1 J .1 J · 

·. + - - + 2 =: k; (I . I , + I 1. I J' ) ( 1 - 3 ca s ® • • ) ; 1 J . 1J 

' + + _,c,cp .. 
C = {3/2')(1 iIZJ' +I. Iz,)e: 1Jsin9 .. cose .. ; J 1 1J 1J 

' 

tm = O; 

l:im = O; 

Am.= 1; 
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D = (3/2)(1-iIZj + I-jIZi)e:1-Cf!ij sin eij cos eij; Am= ;.,l; 
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E_:;: \ ( r+iI+j ) e-i. 2cpij sin2 9ij; b.m = 2; 

F === \ C r-i r-J ) / 2cpij sin2 e ij; b.m_= -2. 

- We h,ave thus the total Hamiltonian 

(B;.. 7) 

Unperturbed Eigenstates 

Under the action of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, - y!f.80 ~ Izi' 
1 

the system behaves as if it were a set of free- spins, since the inter-

action terms have been neglected. - The equation of motion of the un-

perturbed. state of a single nucleus of spin% is 

(B-8) 

where (B-9) 

Substitute (B.;,9)/ into (B;..8) and express it in matrix form: 

.. 
c.\ Bo _Q 

c\ J 11 
i - - yfi . 

c_.\ 0 Bo -- c_.\ 
./ 

The solution- of this equati.on. are 

which shows that -the- state vector precesses under .the homogeneous 



field B , and. that no. transition can take place, i. e., 
0 

'lt(t),= C\(O) exp(-iyB0 t)X\ + c_\(O) exp(-iyB0 t)X_\ 

(B-10) 
For N. identical spin$, the unperturbed Hamiltonian is 

N 

H = - vfiBo L, Iz1.· 
O . i=l 

(B-11) 

A wave functien of the form of equation (B-10), with.energy eigen-

value. - yKB0 m, is expected to be the selution of (B.;.11). Such a 

wave function, if operated by 1+, Iz, or I-, will yield the eigen-

values (m +1), m, (m - 1) respectively. 

Expansion of the Total Wave Function 

.70 

For this reason, it is desirable te expand the perturbation Hamil

tenian into polynormials of I+, Iz, and I-, such as we have done in 

(B.;. 7), since such an expansion will make -the evaluation of the perturb-

ation energy < ·Xm J Hi j Xm, > extremely simple. 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation 

(B-12) 

of the total Hamiltonian can-be expanded in. terms of the unperturbed 

eigenfunctions Wm(O) and the unperturbed eigenvalues Em0 : 

'lt(t) = I. c (t) .m 
exp(-! E 0 t) '¥ (0) 

.ii .m m 
m 

= z ~(t) exp( iyB0 mt) Wm(O) (B-13) 
m 

. Subs ti tu.te .(B-13). i.nto (B ... 12), and usin.g the linear independence of 
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. dCm• ~ i'T\'.,-· -- = b H1m1mc exp(it,L, t) dt . m m ,nm (B-14) 

(B-15) 

and where ~m = m• - m. 

Since 'Vm(O) and 'Vmr (0) are time independent, we can combine the phase 

factor in (B-14) into. the perturbation Hamiltonian (B-15): 

With this inmind, we can.rewrite the expressions A through F.as follows: 

(Ar), 

(BI)' B = \ (I+i1- j+ I-ir+J)( 1 - 3 cos2 Eli~); 

(CI)' C 3 ( + I+ I ) -icp· · i I'\ I'\ -i\'Bot := 2 ·. I iIZj + j Zi e 1JS no:flCOSeije · · ; 

(D•)' 

(EI)' 

(FI)' F .. = \ I-. I- .ei2cpij sin e .. ei2yBot. 
: 1 J 1J 

Each of -the above perturbation terms consists of three parts: the 

phase factor, the spin operator, and the "orientation functions". 

The last term is defined as the followings: 

.. 3 
r. . ' 1J 

(B-16) 

•.. ..J 
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(B-16) 

The Spectrum of the Orientation Functions 

If the lattice is rigid, eiJ, cpij, and rij are cc;mstants with 

respect to time; then the only· time-dependent parts in. the perturb-

tion expressions are then the phase factors. Since expressions A and 

B do not contain phase factors, they become 11 secular 11 perturbations 

and will give non-zero. transition probabilitiesl. Expressions C, D, 

E, and F give rise periodic perturbations. However, in the cases of 

liquids and gases,. eij' cpij' and rij' and consequently the orientation 

functions, are random functions of time, which may be expanded into 

Fourier frequency spectra, the Fourier components and phase factors 

cancel each other at certain part of the spectrum, thus making the 

perturbation .integral non-zero, i. e., C. D. E, and F become secular 

at these frequencies. Through these channels of interaction, the spin 

system may transfer energy to the lattice. 

The expressions of the orientation functions in Fourier integrals 

are 

F.(t) =J °'G.(u) exp(27l'iut) du 1 J . J . 
-m 

(j = O, 1, 2.) (B= 17) 

The Parzeval theorem2 says that, if Fj(~) and Gj(u) are a pair of 

Fourier transforms, then 

lFor a petailed discussion of time-dependent perturbation theory, 
see, for example, Merzbacher, Quantum Mechanics (1961), PP• 439-443, 
PP• 466-470. 

2see, for example, E. c. Titchmarch, Introduction to. the Theory 
of Fourier Integrals {1937), Qxford. 
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Divide both sides by.a very long time interval T, 

~ JJ F( t)j 2dt = JJ G(u)J 2 /T du, 

As T -+ Ci!)' the left side iS the time average of I F(t)\ 2. 

The function J(u) = I G(u),l 2 /T is called the Spectral den -

sity or power spectrum. Notice that J(u) is real and;;; O. As we will 

see later, the power density can also be obtained directly from cor-

relation analysis (Chapter V). 

In liquids, the functions F0 (t), F1(t), and F2(t) are random 

functions of time. After a time interval T, the random functions 

Fj(t + T) can assume some arbitrary values governed by.a certain pro

bability distribution. Since F(t+T) mustassume the value F(t) as 

Tapproaches zero, <F*(t) F(t+T)>av is a good combination1 of functions 

to illustrate the statistical nature of the variation of F with.respect 

to T. The function K(T) = < F'l',(t)F(t+T) >av is called the corre-

lation function of F(t), and is independent oft for a stationary 

random process. 

1 00 

K(T) = tl.a~J F''-(t)F(t+T)dt 
T -oo 

(B-18) 

By using the Fourier integral theorem, we- have 

1A better combination is the normalizedcorr~lrtionfunction 
-< F~'-(t)F(t+T) >av/< J;*(t)F(t) >av• For detailed diScussion on corre-
lation functions, see Chapter V. · 
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GS 

K(T) = I J(u) exp(-27(:i.ut) du; 
-ss 

. J(u) = J_:K(T) exp(27(iUT). dT. 

(B-19) 

The Abragam~Peund ~ethed 

The relation: between power spectrum. and trans.it.ion probability 

. per unit .time can:. be found as follows: 

According to. the time-dependent first-order perturbation theory, 

the- transition.probability per unit time between two eigenstatesm 

and "qt r of the unperturbed Hamiltonian induced by the perturbation H' 

(H• has been expanded into a sum of six terms in order to.apply it 

to. the same set of eigenvectors;)_can be-written as 

{B-20) 

Since tt is a dummy variable, the-preduct in (B-20). can be cansidered 

as a double integral 

t t 
Wmm 1 ·= (1/6:2t) J. dt• H1 (t•)J.dt" H'* (t") e-i~~·t'-t") . · mm' rmp.' 

a . a 

In order ta: recanize the carrelatien func.tion· in this expressien, a 

new variable T= .t •-t" is intreduced. Puring the perfo~ance of the 

first (rigbt-side)r. integration, t' .is considered .. constan't; therefore, 

after· changing the variable, the new independent variable i.s .T; and 

tll.= ti -·T, dt 11 = d(tt - T) = - dT; 

and the range of integration is from T=t' · to. T=t' -t. .Therefore, 

(B-21) 
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By changing the order of integration, we realize thal the first inte-

gral Jo
t 

H1 (t) H1* (t'-T)dt1 mm'· mm' is the correlation function Krom I 

times the time interva1 1• Thus, we have connected a relation between 

transition probability and the result from any correlation hypothesis. 

To carry out the integration (B-21) explicitly, the domain of 

integration has been cut into two sections, as it is shown in Fig. B-1, 

T=tl 

~ti=T 

0 T 0 T 

Fig. B-L The domain of integration of Wmm' • 

Thus, 

= 1i~t ~ .: dT exp(-iw mm IT{:~' H 'mm, ( t') 

t t 

+ J dTexp(-iw.mm 1T)J dti H1mm 1 (ti) 
O T . 

= 1i~t~.: dT(T0 t-0) .•xp(-iw mm'T) I<,,,,,, 

+ f >T ( t-T) exp( iw mm ,T) K,,,,,, J 

1This interval should be long enough in order not to.render the 
definition of correlation function meartingless. 



. . . J <u.inrn I ) 2 Jt 
Wmm, = -'-x--,2=---.,... - 2- · .. TK 1cos(w .•. T)dT • 

-n 11. t ·. o mm mm, 
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(B-22) 

Equation (B-22) is sometimes refered as the Abragam-Pound formula (49). 

So far we have not made any assumption on the nature of the per-

turbation and the shape of the correlation functions. Equation (B-22) 

is quite general, and its application is not limited to any parti-

cular form of interaction. Neither is _it necessary that H' be a 

randomly fluctuating process. 

Inmost of the physical systems which have been investigated in 

. the literature at the present time, the correlation functions can be 

assumed of having an exponential form: 

K(T) = K(O) exp(-IT l!T c), (B-23) 

where Tc is the correlation time. The condition of justification on 

this assumption has rarely been mentioned in the literature. A suffi-

cient condition was proved in Chapter V. If assumption (B=23) is a-

· dopted, the power spectrum J(u) can easily be. shown as being of a 

Lorentzian shape. 

J(u) = J_: F(t)F,'r(t) >av exp(-IT[/Tc)exp(27tiUT) .. dT 

- < F(t)F*( t) >av1-L: e T /Tc+27r iUT d,+J:e(21fiu-,:)d, _7 

= < F*(t)F(t) >av/- 1 
- 2'1Tiu+(l/T c) 

2Tc 
= <F*(t)F(t). >av ------

1+4 'if2u2Tc2 

The second term in (B=22) is in general believed of 

7 

(B=24) 

second 

order. Using as.sumption (B=23), we can easily show by integratic:m 
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by parts that this term is .of the order of magnitude 2T c/fi2t. If 

the condition. 'Tc << t is fulfilled, we can then write 

(B-25) 

Examples of Relaxation Time Formulas 

The relation be.tween. relaxation. t!i.mes and transition probahili-

ties varies from system to. system. The ensemble average in (B-24) 

can be calculated under various conditions such as isotropicity, 

etc •• For the relaxation.of proton magnetic moments in water, the 

relaxation effect due to the nearest proton (in the same molecule) 

.can be calculated readily by taking·rij, the interproton distance, 

as a constant 1tb11. .Under no external orientating· forces sµch as 

electric field, etc., we may assume the inter-proton axes are 

distributed in a random, isotropic way such that we.can substitute 

the time average by a spatial average, i.e., 

(1)' 

(2), 

(3)' 

< F*0 (t)F0(t), >av ~ 4.11_\6 J~J:fl-3cos2e) 2sin0ded<p 
1 f~1 .= - -:e----6 (l-3x2) 2dx ·= 
·2b . +l 

. 'Tt f 2'1J" 
< F~1(t)F1(t) >av= 1 

6 J · cos29sin29sin9d9dc.p 
4'!f b O O 

-1 
_ 1 I 2 2 _ ·- - - x ( 1-x ) dx -

2b6 . +l 
(B-26b) 

< F.*2(t)F2(t) >av= .. l 6 J'TT"J2
1f (sin2e)2sin9d9dc.p 

. 41f b . 0-. 0 . . 

1 J~l 2 = - ~ {l-x2) dx 8/15b6 • 
2b +l 

(B-26c) 
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A typical and correct example between relaxation times and transition 

probabilities between various eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamil ton-

· ian can be found in Solomon Is paper ( 50) for a system. of spin = \. 

He found T1 and T2 for identical spins as 

1 6 1iy4 [ TC 4Tc ] = b6 l+w2T 2 + 
i+4~T/ Tl 20 c (B-27) 

1 3 h2y4 
[ 3Tc + 

5Tc 2Tc ] = + 
T2 20 b6 l+w2T2 1+4w2T 2 

c c 

The derivation of (B=27) from (B-25), (B-26a, b, c) is straight for-

ward. Readers who are interested ih the details of derivation should 

consult the original paper. 

There remains the problem of determining the correlation time(s) 

through some established theorems in certain other fields, such as 

the Debye Is theory of dielectric relaxation, e.tc. Also, some of the 

assumptions used in the derivation are not quite justifiable in cer-

tain special systems. All these deviations are still open for further 

research. 



APPENDIX C 

. PINES AND SLIGHTER PICTURE OF MAGNETIC RELAXATION 

Two magnetic moment vectors Located at different magnetic enviro= 

ments will change their relative phase angle as time goes by. If the 

enviroment is essentially constant, the phase shift 6cp is proportional 

to time t, i.e., 

(C~l) 

where Aw rl = yliB. If 6cp rv 1 rad. when t = T2rl, i. e., two 

vectors originally in phase will lose its coherence afterward, we have 

T rl A.J 
2 

This is equation (l=l). 

1 

liw rl 
(C-2) 

However, if the enviroment fluctuates rapidly, L:icpwill not pro= 

portional to time t if tis comparatively longer than the average 

period of fluctuation, i. e., if t >> Tc• In this case we can devide 

this time interval into n smaller intervals Tc• During this interval 

Tc, the enviroment has changed an amount of the order of itself. 

We can then write, if Tc < < T2rl, i.e., if 8cp < < 1, 
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When t:.~2 reaches -the order of L rad2., t ts then defined as the 

.transverse·relaxation time. Therefore, 

(C-4) 

This is equation (1-2). 

From. equati.on (B-27),. AppendiK B,. ~e· can easily obtain that 

1 1'.J (b:.w rl .. ) 2 . 2T c 
Tl 1+ 2T 2 

If . ,., 2t 2 << 1, we have """'o · c 

Lt{, c 
(C-5) 

Since this is a.rough derivation, we can.conclude that T1 f::t T2 if 

Tc-~< 1/w 0 , by comparing the last equation with equation (C-4). 
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APPENDIX D · 

80:ME · PROPERTIES OF "LUDox,, COLLOIDS1 

'the designations used in. the classification of "Ludox" c.olloids are: 

HS - high sodium stabilization level, 
LS - low sodium stabilization level, 
SM - se.ven millimicron (particle diameter), 

. AM - alumina modified, and · 
. AS - ammonia stabilized. 

Types of Colloid HS LS, SM AM 

'Yo Silica (as Si02) 30.1 30.3 15 30 

Density (gm./c.c.) 1.212 1.211 1.097 1.209 

% Na20 (tit:ratable) 0 .31 o. 10 . 0.10 0.13 

Chloride (as % NaCl) 0 • .04 .· 0 .002 0.001 0 •. 001 

Sulf at.e (as %Na2S04) 0.05 0.010 . 0 .003 O.OQ6 

·o 
pH (at 25,C) 9.9 8.3 8.5 9.1 

AS 

.. 30~0 

1.206 

0.252 

0.001 

. 0 .005 

9.6 

(Continued on .next page.) 

lTaken from .. cluPont Product' Information .Bulletin. 

2 aJ • a 
Jo ammon1. • 

3 . ' 
· By B. E. T. method (nitrogen adsorption on dry solids). See 

Reference No. (51). 
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SOME>PROPERTIES OF "LUDOXII COLLOIDS(Continued) 

Type of Colloid HS LS SM AS 

Viscosity (c.p. at 25°G) 4 .9 14 10 12 

Approximate Particle 
Diameter (m µ.) 14-15 14-15 7-9 14-15 14-15 

Surface Area3 
(m2 /gm ... silica) 195-215 195-215 350-400 195-215 195=215 

Stability 
Stable, except toward freezing, which 

. causes irreversible precipitation. 

7 9 11 
. pH 

Freezing point o0 c. 

e, 10 m µ. 

® 20 ~ µ. 

. I 1.5 m,µ 
I 

13 

- 30 A:NaCl blllnk 

20B: Colloid 
C: The differenc 

between A & 
't:I B 
~ 0 
't:I 
Cd 

5 -
Cd z 
~ . 
0 

. ..... 
s 

9 10 11 
pH 

THE ADSORBED OH- IONS ON.THE.COLLOIDAL SILICA SURFACES AS A 
.FUNCTION OF pH 

12 
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APPENDIX E 

THE PROOF OF SOME THEOREMS ABOUT CORRELATION FUNCTIONS 

The following is a proof about some of the important theorems 

on.correlation functions stated in Chapter V. 

Theorem I: The autocorrelation function is real and even. 

The definition of cross-correlation function is 

1' 1 II T * cp12 (T) = im __ - J fl (t) f2(t + T)dt. 
T-<t:o 2T -T 

(E-1) 

Change the variable T .to - T, 

II T * 
cpl2.(-T) = lim -· l_ - f (t) f 2(t - T)dt. 

T--> m 2T j -T 1 

If we call x = t - T, then 

(E-2) 

Since we are integrating from - m to+ oo, the right hand side· is just 

* cp21 (T). If f 1 = f 2, the right side of (E-2) is also cp11 (T). By these 

two relations, we can show that cp11 (T) is real and even. 

Theorem II: The autocorrelation.function.approaches to zero,as T 

approaches to infinity, if f 1(t) contains no d.c. or periodic com-

ponents. 

According_tothe ergodic~theorem, the correlation function can 
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be expressed as 

I" oo,.. 09 

cpll (T) = j _J _0?1Yl(yl) P(y2/Yl; T)dyldy2. 

As the time difference becomes very large, the system tends to 11 forget 11 

its history 

no hidden periodic or d.c. component, i.e., if there is no bias on the 

values of y. Therefore 

If the random process is stationary, we can write y1 = y2 , and the 

autocorrelation function is equal to the square of themean value. 

If, furthermore, the mean value is equal to zero, then we have 

Theorem III: The.autocorrelation function is continuous everywhere 

if it is continuous at the origin. 

Let us consider the.autocorrelation function at any value T, and 

the autocorrelation function at T + e: 

If we call 

and 

then by the general Schwarz inequality, which states that if 
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·1·' 1 "' T 2 : 1.m._ .. - F (t). dt, 
T-+ m 2T j -T 

and 
,.. T 2 . 

. lim l G (t)dt 
T-+ • ""'"2T j _ T 

exist, then 

'2 } . . ,.. T . ,.. T ,.. T . h: .J_, ... · F(t)G(t)dtl '.:: : 1:._1_ {[ F2(t)d~( G2(t)dJ , 
T-+ 2TJ -T -. T . (2T)2 J _T ) j -T ) 

one obtains: 

The integral in the first bracket is cp11 (o), and the integral in the 

. second bracket can. easily be shown. to be. cp11 ( 0) - 2cp11 (±e:) + cp11 ( 0) • 

So 

If the.autocorrelation function is continuous at the origin, i.e., 

if we can make the. quantity cp11 (0) ·-· cp11 (±E:) as small as we please, 

we can also make cp11 (T) - cp11 (T±e:) as small as we please. 

Theorem IV: The maximum value of the.autocorrelation function occurs 

at the origin. 

The value af the integral 

(E=3) 

.·is. at ways greater than zero at T. =I= 0 for any non-periodic functian f 1 • 

. The equal sign is reserved for periodic functions. In.order to make 

(E-3). zero, the integrand has to be zero. everywhere, Le., either 

f 1 (t). ~ - f 1 (t + T), .ar f 1 (t) ===" f1 (t + T), which means either f, 1 

has a period of 2T, or f 1 has a period T. 
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Expand (E-3): 

Change the variable in the second integral above to x = t + T, and 

take average over the independent variable, we have 

i.e., 

Theorem V: The autocorrelation function.at the origin is the mean 

. square· value of f 1 (t). 

This is evident by insp~cting the definition of the autocorrela= 

tion function. We put this here becaus~ sometimes we want to know 

the physical meaning of cp11 (o). 

For more theorems, its proof, and applications, .the reader is referred 

to the texts On Information Theory or The Statistical Theory of Com-

munication. 
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